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Abstract. We propose dynamic task prioritization for multitask learning. This allows a model to dynamically prioritize difficult tasks during
training, where difficulty is inversely proportional to performance, and
where difficulty changes over time. In contrast to curriculum learning,
where easy tasks are prioritized above difficult tasks, we present several
studies showing the importance of prioritizing difficult tasks first. We observe that imbalances in task difficulty can lead to unnecessary emphasis
on easier tasks, thus neglecting and slowing progress on difficult tasks.
Motivated by this finding, we introduce a notion of dynamic task prioritization to automatically prioritize more difficult tasks by adaptively
adjusting the mixing weight of each task’s loss objective. Additional ablation studies show the impact of the task hierarchy, or the task ordering,
when explicitly encoded in the network architecture. Our method outperforms existing multitask methods and demonstrates competitive results
with modern single-task models on the COCO and MPII datasets.
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Introduction

Children can efficiently manage multiple subjects in school. This multitasking
capability is generally possible because one spends more time and effort on the
subjects they find more challenging, rather than the subjects they find easy [1].
By allocating mental resources proportional to the complexity and difficulty of
each subject, humans can increase the effectiveness and efficiency at which learning occurs [2, 3]. This idea is supported by the task management and cognitive
workload literature [4, 5].
Like humans, computational models can also perform multitask learning by
jointly training on multiple tasks. Multitask learning is prevalent in several applications, including computer vision [6–8], natural language processing [9–13],
speech processing [14–16], and reinforcement learning [17–20]. Some works [21]
train a single model across multiple input domain modalities. However, when
multiple tasks are presented to a model, it is possible for easy tasks to dominate
learning, while progress is stunted on harder ones. We pose the following question: As we train a multitask model, should we adjust the amount of learning
from easy versus difficult tasks?

